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When it comes to �nding a balance, the key for Vasudevan is to have designated slots for work and relaxation.

Synopsis

Dr. S Vasudevan tries to switch off his devices post 7 pm.

Ozone Group MD begins his day
with meditation to focus better at
work; believes in dressing up even

in WFH

Working from home for an extended period of time often means that motivation
can be hard to muster up every day. For Dr. S Vasudevan, the Chairman and
Managing Director of Ozone Group, he �nds that e�ercise for the mind and body
can help drive away work-from-home blues. “I like to start my day with an hour
long meditation in the morning, just as exercise and movement help the body,
the mind bene�ts from the calmness which supports me to focus better at work,”
he says.  
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Another hack he likes to follow is dressing up like he’s going to work. “When it
comes to �FH, I still believe in dressing right, like any o�ice-going day and I do
not work from the bed or any space that’s meant for lounging.” Vasudevan has
converted the study area in his home into his o�ice and one of the perks he
enjoys due to his new arrangement is having his beloved pets nearby. “My pets
keep me company as they walk into the room and brighten my mood or any
tough situation I could be in the middle of,” he says.  
 
When it comes to �nding a balance, the key for him is to have designated slots for
work and relaxation. “I try to switch o� my devices post 7pm and spend time with
my family or just read and take only important calls to relax from the long day,”
he shares. When it comes to downtime, meditation and prayer has also played a
big role for Vasudevan, “I have also begun to read philosophy and engage in self-
introspection. This lets me look at my life and decisions objectively,” he says.  
 
His recommendations include The Bhagavad Gita. “I would recommend it to
everyone! It has so many valuable lessons to learn in life and work. I think every
time I read the Gita, I learn something new. I would recommend it to everyone
and for all age groups,” he advises, saying that the lockdown has renewed his
interest in reading for pleasure. “I have begun to read the works of Adi

Shankaracharya and Swami Vivekananda and I intend to read more Indian
philosophers once I have completed their books.”  
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